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Question from Bryan Bols (Andres Construction Services) at 11:20 AM on 03/17/2017
Please advise.
 

1. Please confirm it is acceptable to earth form all footings.
2. Sheet S1.01 shows a continuos footings spanning grid lines 3 to 4 along F and J.  Sheet S1.31 only shows the continuous footing along grid line

J.  Please clarify which sheet is correct with regards to continuous footing and provide details including dimensions and reinforcing callouts.
3. There are various locations where locations of footings are close in proximity and the excavation of one footing will encroach on the sub grade of

the next footing.  We assume the two footings will need to be merged using the same bottom of footing elevations.  Please confirm our
assumption is correct and clarify if additional reinforcing is required at these locations.

4. Detail 6/S2.01 states at locations the pit slab is to match the column footing depth where the elevator pit slab is in conflict with the footing. 
Please clarify if we are to extend the column and reinforcing to the dropped footing elevation or if a pilaster can be used to on top of the footing
to leave height of column the same as the original intent.  Reference attached Sk-08 detail we used on a similary condition at a different project.

5. The foundation details show blockouts in the slab on grade around the columns.  Please confirm it is acceptable to place expansion joint against
the column and pour the slab on grade against the column with sawcuts patterns replacing the blockouts.    

Attachments:
2015-250 Bishop Arts - SK-08 - Deep Pilaster - 020217 (00000002).pdf

Official Response: Lando Pena-Alfaro (URBAN STRUCTURE) responded on Tuesday, March 21st, 2017 at 3:16PM CDT
My responses to each item above is listed below:
 
1. Earth formed footings are acceptable.
 
2. There are no continuous footings along grids F & J between grids 3 & 4. Please reference the latest set of structural plans.
 
3. Yes merge the footings at these locations . Extend the reinforcement of each footing into the open space until they meet.
 
4. Extend the column down to sit directly on the footing.
 
5. Provide the block outs as shown in the structural plans.
 
Attachments:
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